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Introduction
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The interest for storage grows rapidly as does the recognition of both its necessity and relevancy into

reaching a decarbonized electricity mix. This translates through the definition of national or regional

ambitious storage installation targets as part of more general decarbonization plans.

The EU will need more than 100 GW of battery storage capacity by 2030

The US Energy Storage Association (ESA) has adopted a target of 100 GW of energy storage capacity

in the country by 2030.

Sources: https://www.pv-magazine.com/2020/06/18/eu-needs-108-gw-of-battery-storage-for-2030-climate-targets/
https://www.pv-tech.org/news/new-100gw-us-energy-storage-goal-entirely-reasonable-and-attainable-says-es
Study on energy storage – Contribution to the security of the electricity supply in Europe, European Commission’s Directorate-General for Energy



Batteries market 
and prices
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The stationary storage market has been growing rapidly for the last 5 years
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Global cumulative battery market is still led by lead-acid

batteries, but a plateauing trend can be observed;

Li-ion represented 20% of the annual battery market in

2018.

The lithium-ion market grows rapidly driven by the

electric mobility sector.

The market share of NaS or Redox Flow batteries is still

highly negligible.
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Li-ion battery historical cumulative market for stationary storage

Sources: T. D. L. N. Tsiropoulos I., "JRC Science for Policy Report: Li-ion batteries for mobility and 
stationary storage applications," 2018.
C. Pillot, "The Rechargeable Battery Market and Main Trends 2018)2030," 2019



Important price decreases have been observed in the last decade for Li-ion
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Li-ion battery historical prices and projections

Source: Historical prices M. S. H. A. S. I. Schmidt O., "Projecting the Future Levelized Cost of Electricity Storage Technologies," 
2019.
Projections: Elaboration by Becquerel Institute

Various technological innovations and economies of scale

have allowed important battery prices decreases in the

last decade for all technologies.

Li-ion, which have largely benefitted from the electric

mobility market uptake have seen their prices decline

even more drastically.

Further price decrease are expected as the stationary

storage and electric mobility market should both continue

to grow at significant rates.
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PV + ESS business 
cases: examples



The interest of PV + ESS can be valued by different means
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Three business cases are explored here :

Arbitrage : storing electricity at times of the day when wholesale electricity prices are low and selling it

when prices are higher later in the day

Supplying stabilized electricity where no grid infrastructure is present (off-grid small cities or villages)

Increasing self-consumption rates by diminishing the mismatch between one’s demand and PV production

For each business case, the competitiveness is evaluated based on current techno-economic parameters for PV

and ESS and also based on the techno-economic parameters of ESS expected by 2030.

Standalone ESS can also provide various grid management services (frequency regulation, reserve, …)

Sources: https://www.pv-magazine.com/2020/06/18/eu-needs-108-gw-of-battery-storage-for-2030-climate-targets/
https://www.pv-tech.org/news/new-100gw-us-energy-storage-goal-entirely-reasonable-and-attainable-says-es
Study on energy storage – Contribution to the security of the electricity supply in Europe, European Commission’s Directorate-General for Energy



PV + ESS : arbitrage
Current paradigm (electricity market, battery prices, arbitrage monetization) does not allow positive NPV
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Currently, investing in a PV + ESS* project based on arbitrage

results in a negative NPV.

When taking into account ESS prices and technical

characteristics (efficiency, lifetime, …) that could be achieved

by 2030, the NPV results are better, even reaching

competitiveness in the USA.

Yet the total PV + ESS project’s NPV remains lower than the

one of a standalone PV project. Therefore, a adding an ESS

to a PV system appears as having currently limited added

value.

Study parameters :
100MWAC PV + 25 MW / 80 MWh ESS *
25 years ; WACC = 10% ; 20/80 equity to debt ratio

*results’ ranges include Li-ion and Zn-air based ESS

NPV of a PV + ESS based on arbitrage
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PV + ESS : arbitrage
The renewable penetration increase will lead to more favourable conditions for PV+ESS projects based on arbitrage
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There are two underlying reasons why adding an ESS
does no improve the total NPV:

1 – The LCOE of PV has already reached such low
values (27 $/MWh (South USA) 32 $/MWh
(South Germany) ; that it lies well below the
wholesale market prices for most hours of
injection.

2 – The LCOS is higher than the revenues that
can be generated by exploiting the price gaps.

Therefore, an ESS system appears as having limited
added value.

Comparison of a standalone PV LCOE and daily wholesale market prices (USA)
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PV + ESS : arbitrage
The renewable penetration increase will lead to more favourable conditions for PV+ESS projects based on arbitrage
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Nevertheless, the attractiveness of this business case should
increase on the short to medium term.

Prices reductions and technological improvements

RE penetration increase

Doing arbitrage (allowing peak smoothing which
is beneficial to grid management) should become
more and more crucial to efficient grid
management, thus paving the way to its
monetization as a service;

Constraints related to the injection of PV
electricity to the grid should increase
(curtailment), thus reducing the NPV of PV
standalone systems and the increasing the
attractiveness of ESS

Daily price gaps between hours of solar energy
production and hours of peak consumption could
increase.

Comparison of a standalone PV LCOE and daily wholesale market prices (USA)
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PV + ESS : supplying an off-grid small city
Current paradigm does not allow positive NPV
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This business case consists in providing stabilized electricity to
an off-grid small city. Electricity produced by the PV plant is
either directly supplied to the city or stored in order to fulfil
the city’s remaining needs or remains unused.

Study parameters :
[10-18]MWAC PV + [6-10] MW / [24/40]MWh ESS *
City’s daily need = 20 MWh
25 years ; WACC = 10% ; 20/80 equity to debt ratio

*the system’s sizing depends on the considered ESS technology (Li-ion or Zn-air); 
results’ ranges include Li-ion and Zn-air based ESS

LCOSE of a PV + ESS supplying electricity to an off-grid small city
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PV + ESS : supplying an off-grid small city
Current paradigm does not allow positive NPV
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Because a large part of the PV production remains unused in
this case, the LCOSE (levelized cost of stabilized electricity)
reach higher levels than the diesel generator option.

Nevertheless, this business case should not be excluded even
though results are negative. Indeed:

The consumption pattern, electrification rate of the
considered city can affect the results.

A PV + ESS offers a non polluting, and silent solution
compared to the diesel for example. In remote areas,
such as islands, the fuel delivery on site can also
significantly increase the LCOE and the risk of diesel
spillages during transport to the island.

Study parameters :
[10-18]MWAC PV + [6-10] MW / [24/40]MWh ESS *
City’s daily need = 20 MWh
25 years ; WACC = 10% ; 20/80 equity to debt ratio

*the system’s sizing depends on the considered ESS technology (Li-ion or Zn-air); 
results’ ranges include Li-ion and Zn-air based ESS

LCOSE of a PV + ESS supplying electricity to an off-grid small city
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Sources: https://www.pv-magazine.com/2020/08/26/five-bidders-for-ecuadors-solarstorage-tender/
Micro-grid Tariff Assessment Tool, NREL



PV + ESS : behind the meter application
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The PV + ESS yields a positive NPV for the considered business
case. Nevertheless, the results are less attractive than a
standalone PV system.

In addition, as constraints concerning the injection of PV
electricity to the grid will become more important (arising from
a higher RE penetration) either under the form of curtailment
or under the form of very low injection prices, the importance
of savings through self-consumption will increase thus
favouring this PV + ESS business case.

Study parameters :
[500] kWAC PV + [40-100] kW / [160/400] kWh ESS *
Company’s annual electricity consumption = 500 MWh ; Consumption band = IB
Savings for self-consumed electricity = 0,15613 €/kWh (Eurostat)
Revenues for injected electricity = 0,04 €/kWh
25 years ; WACC = 5% ; 20/80 equity to debt ratio

*the system’s sizing depends on the considered ESS technology (Li-ion or Zn-air); 
results’ ranges include Li-ion and Zn-air based ESS

NPV of a PV + ESS project for a commercial customer in Germany
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PV + ESS : behind the meter application
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Results are off course closely related both:

to the company’s consumption pattern,

to the country (electricity prices for the different
consumption bands, PV capacity limit for self-
consumption, …)

Therefore, even though the present study case does not yield
interesting results, the threshold of the PV standalone NPV is
almost reached. Thus, inducing that in certain countries and for
certain companies, gathering more favourable conditions and
parameters, the interest of PV + ESS could already be
demonstrated.

Study parameters :
[500] kWAC PV + [40-100] kW / [160/400] kWh ESS *
Company’s annual electricity consumption = 500 MWh ; Consumption band = IB
Savings for self-consumed electricity = 0,15613 €/kWh (Eurostat)
Self consumption increase = +6% points
Revenues for injected electricity = 0,04 €/kWh
25 years ; WACC = 5% ; 20/80 equity to debt ratio

*the system’s sizing depends on the considered ESS technology (Li-ion or Zn-air); 
results’ ranges include Li-ion and Zn-air based ESS

NPV of a PV + ESS project for a commercial customer in Germany
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Conclusions : current and short-term 
competitiveness
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The technologies for ESS can be considered already very mature technologies both from a price or technological

perspective. Indeed, significant price reductions have already been achieved thanks to economies of scale for

lithium-batteries for example. Yet, even though the stationary storage market is rapidly increasing, it remains limited

under the PV + ESS configuration.

In PV + ESS cases with no grid services, revenues from shifting PV production to times of electricity prices’ peaks do

not allow to make the extra investment in batteries profitable. Indeed, even though peak smoothing is beneficial to

grid management, the daily wholesale electricity prices’ gaps are not sufficient currently to make it an attractive

economic investment.

Additional business cases for PV + ESS such as supplying stabilized electricity to an off-grid small city or increasing the

self-consumption rate of a commercial customer appear as potentially attractive solutions if some favourable

parameters and conditions are met.



Conclusions : medium to long term 
competitiveness
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Overall, the current market and regulatory conditions do not allow PV + ESS projects to be attractive

investments. Nevertheless, with increasing PV penetration, which will be observable across all regions of the

world, more favourable conditions for PV + ESS competitiveness will arise. In particular :

Higher daily price gaps on the wholesale electricity markets;

PV electricity injection constraints (curtailment);

Increasing necessity and consequently monetization possibilities, for grid management solutions;

If we want to achieve national and global targets in terms of contribution of renewable energy to the

electricity mix, storage solutions (in whatever form) are essential.

Finally, storage with ESS allows to shift a part of renewable energy production at the scale of one day. But

the interest of storage extends to shifting renewable energy production at the scale of a month or a season

(seasonal storage), these applications will be covered by other technologies such as hydrogen.
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